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A startling novel by the leading writer of the new South AfricaIn The Heart of Redness --
shortlisted for the prestigious Commonwealth Writers Prize -- Zakes Mda sets a story of South
African village life against a notorious episode from the country's past. The result is a novel of
great scope and deep human feeling, of passion and reconciliation.As the novel opens Camugu,
who left for America during apartheid, has returned to Johannesburg. Disillusioned by the
problems of the new democracy, he follows his "famous lust" to Qolorha on the remote Eastern
Cape. There in the nineteenth century a teenage prophetess named Nonqawuse commanded
the Xhosa people to kill their cattle and burn their crops, promising that once they did so the
spirits of their ancestors would rise and drive the occupying English into the ocean. The failed
prophecy split the Xhosa into Believers and Unbelievers, dividing brother from brother, wife from
husband, with devastating consequences.One hundred fifty years later, the two groups'
decendants are at odds over plans to build a vast casino and tourist resort in the village, and
Camugu is soon drawn into their heritage and their future -- and into a bizarre love triangle as
well.The Heart of Redness is a seamless weave of history, myth, and realist fiction. It is,
arguably, the first great novel of the new South Africa -- a triumph of imaginative and historical
writing.

“Brilliant...A new kind of novel: one that combines Gabriel García Márquez's magic realism and
political astuteness with satire, social realism and a critical reexamination of the South African
past.” ―The New York Times Book Review“Quiet, subtle, and powerful...Mda's enormous skills
as a storyteller are everywhere in evidence, making the book impossible to put down.” ―The
Washington Post“A major step in the new South African novel.” ―The Village Voice“At once
legend and historical document...Mda's novel is the next Things Fall Apart....This is a major new
novelist.” ―The San Diego Union-TribuneAbout the AuthorZakes Mda is a professor of creative
writing at Ohio University. He has been a visiting professor at both Yale and the University of
Vermont. Among his novels, The Heart of Redness (FSG, 2002) won the Richard Wright Zora
Neale Hurston Legacy Award. He lives in Johannesburg, South Africa, and Athens,
Ohio.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.1“Tears are very close to my eyes,”
says Bhonco, son of Ximiya. “Not for pain . . . no . . . I do not cry because of pain. I cry only
because of beautiful things.”And he cries often. Sometimes just a sniffle. Or a single tear down
his cheek. As a result he carries a white handkerchief all the time, especially these days when
peace has returned to the land and there is enough happiness to go around. It is shared like
pinches of snuff. Rivers of salt. They furrow the aged face.Bhonco is different from the other
Unbelievers in his family, for Unbelievers are reputed to be such somber people that they do not
believe even in those things that can bring happiness to their lives. They spend most of their time



moaning about past injustices and bleeding for the world that would have been had the folly of
belief not seized the nation a century and a half ago and spun it around until it was in a woozy
stupor that is felt to this day. They also mourn the sufferings of the Middle Generations. That,
however, is only whispered.Bhonco does not believe in grieving. He has long accepted that what
has happened has happened. It is cast in cold iron that does not entertain rust. His forebears
bore the pain with stoicism. They lived with it until they passed on to the world of the
ancestors.Then came the Middle Generations. In between the forebears and this new world. And
the Middle Generations fleeted by like a dream. Often like a nightmare. But now even the
sufferings of the Middle Generations have passed. This is a new life, and it must be celebrated.
Bhonco, son of Ximiya, celebrates it with tears.NoPetticoat, his placable wife, is on the verge of
losing patience with his tears. Whenever someone does a beautiful thing in the presence of her
husband she screams, “Stop! Please stop! Or you’ll make Bhonco cry!”She dotes on him
though, poor thing. People say it is nice to see such an aged couple—who would be having
grandchildren if their daughter, Xoliswa Ximiya, had not chosen to remain an old maid—so much
in love.It is a wonderful sight to watch the couple walking side by side from a feast. He, tall and
wiry with a deep chocolate face grooved with gullies; and she, a stout matron whose
comparatively smooth face makes her look younger than her age. Sometimes they are seen
staggering a bit, humming the remnants of a song, their muscles obviously savoring the memory
of the final dance of a feast.The custom is that men walk in front and women follow. But Bhonco
and NoPetticoat walk side by side. Sometimes holding hands! A constant source of
embarrassment to Xoliswa Ximiya: old people have no right to love. And if they happen to be
foolish enough to harbor the slightest affection for each other, they must not display it in
public.“Tears are close to my eyes, NoPetticoat,” snivels the man of the house, dabbing his eyes
with the handkerchief.“A big man like you shouldn’t be bawling like a spoiled baby, Bhonco,” says
the woman of the house, nevertheless putting her arm around his shoulders.A beautiful thing
has happened. They have just received the news that Xoliswa Ximiya, their beloved and only
child, has been promoted at work. She is now the principal of Qolorha-by-Sea Secondary
School.Xoliswa Ximiya is not called just Xoliswa. People use both her name and surname when
they talk about her, because she is an important person in the community. A celebrity, so to
speak. She is highly learned too, with a B.A. in education from the University of Fort Hare, and a
certificate in teaching English as a second language from some college in America.“They will
not accept her,” laments NoPetticoat, as if to herself.“But she is a child of this community,” says
Bhonco adamantly. “She grew up in front of their eyes. She became educated while others
laughed and said I was mad to send a girl to school.”“They will say she is a woman. Remember
the teacher who left? He was a man, yet they didn’t accept him. They made life very difficult for
him. How much more for a woman?”“They made life difficult for him because he was
uncircumcised. He was not a man. How could he teach our children with a dangling foreskin?”“I
tell you, Bhonco, they won’t accept her. They will give my baby problems at that school!”“She is
not a baby. She is thirty-six years old. And if they don’t accept her it will be the work of the



Believers. They are jealous because they don’t have a daughter who is as educated,” says
Bhonco, making it clear that the discussion is terminated.It had to come back to the war
between the Believers and Unbelievers. They are in competition in everything.The early
manifestation of this competition happened a few years ago when the Ximiyas bought a pine
dining table with four chairs. The family became the talk of the community, since no one else in
the village had a dining table those days. But Zim, of the family of Believers, had to burst the
Ximiya bubble by buying exactly the same dining table, but with six chairs. That really irked the
son of Ximiya and his supporters.Since then the war between the two families has become a
public one. Their good neighbors await with bated breath the next skulduggery they will do
against each other.The Cult of the Unbelievers began with Twin-Twin, Bhonco Ximiya’s ancestor,
in the days of Prophetess Nongqawuse almost one hundred and fifty years ago. The revered
Twin-Twin had elevated unbelieving to the heights of a religion. The cult died during the Middle
Generations, for people then were more concerned with surviving and overcoming their
oppression. They did not have the time to fight about the perils of belief and unbelief.But even
before the sufferings of the Middle Generations had passed—when it was obvious to everyone
that the end was near—Bhonco, son of Ximiya, resurrected the cult.He does not care that only
his close relatives and himself subscribe to it. Nor does it matter to him that people have long
forgotten the conflicts of generations ago. He holds to them dearly, for they have shaped his
present, and the present of the nation. His role in life is to teach people not to believe. He tells
them that even the Middle Generations wouldn’t have suffered if it had not been for the scourge
of belief.Beautiful things are celebrated not only with tears. So Bhonco tells his wife that he will
go to Vulindlela Trading Store to buy a tin of corned beef. NoPetticoat laughs and says he must
not use the promotion of her baby as an excuse. He needs something salty because he had a lot
to drink at the feast yesterday, and now he is nursing a hangover. Whoever heard of sorghum
beer giving one a hangover? Bhonco wonders to himself.“While you are away I’ll go to the hotel
to see if they have work for me,” says NoPetticoat as she adjusts her qhiya turban and puts a
shawl over her shoulders. But her husband cannot hear her, for he has already walked out of
their pink rondavel.NoPetticoat supplements the income from her old-age pension—or
nkamnkam, as the people call it—by working as a babysitter at the Blue Flamingo Hotel. Tourists
often come to enjoy the serenity of this place, to admire birds and plants, or to go to the Valley of
Nongqawuse to see where the miracles happened. They book in at the Blue Flamingo, and
leave their children with part-time nannies while they walk or ride all over the valley, or swim in
the rough sea.NoPetticoat is occasionally called by the hotel management when there are
babies to look after. However, when many days have passed without anyone calling her, she
walks to the hotel to find out if there is any work. She has had to do that since she discovered
that the managers call her only as a last resort. Their first choices are the young women whose
bodies are still supple enough to make red-blooded male tourists salivate. Almost always when
she goes without being called, she finds that indeed there are babies to look after, but a
message has been sent to some shameless filly to come for the job. Invariably she fights her



way and takes over.Bhonco drags his gumboots up the hillock to the trading store. His brown
overalls are almost threadbare at the elbows and at the knees. He wears a green woolen hat that
the people call a skullcap. He does not carry a stick as men normally do.Under his breath he
curses the trader for building his store on the hill. But the breathtaking view from the top
compensates for the arduous climb. Down below, on his right, he can see the wild sea smashing
gigantic waves against the rocks, creating mountains of snow-white surf. On his left his eyes
feast on the green valleys and the patches of villages with beautiful houses painted pink, powder
blue, yellow, and white.Most of the houses are rondavels. But over the years a new architectural
style, the hexagon, has developed. On the roofs of these voguish hexagons, corrugated iron
appears under the thatch, like a petticoat that is longer than the dress. This is both for aesthetic
reasons and to stop the termites. But Bhonco does not believe in this newfangled fashion of
building hexagons instead of the tried and tested rondavel.From where he stands he can see the
Gxarha River and the Intlambo-ka-Nongqawuse—Nongqawuse’s Valley. He can also see
Nongqawuse’s Pool and the great lagoon that is often covered by a thick blanket of mist.Indeed,
Qolorha-by-Sea is a place rich in wonders. The rivers do not cease flowing, even when the rest
of the country knells a drought. The cattle are round and fat.Bhonco was born in this village. He
grew up in this village. Except for the time he worked in the cities, he has lived in this village all
his life. Yet he is always moved to tears by its wistful beauty.A gale of heat grazes his face. The
wind always brings heat from the sea.Vulindlela Trading Store is a big stone building with a red
corrugated-iron roof crowned by an array of television and radio aerials and a satellite dish. In
front of the store is a long concrete stoop with a number of wooden yokes and green plows and
planters chained together.Behind the store is the trader’s family home, an off-white rough-cast
modern house with big windows. Between the house and the store, a car and a four-wheel-drive
bakkie—both of them Mercedes-Benz recent models—are parked.Bhonco glances at the
television that the trader, John Dalton, has put on a shelf against the wall of the store’s verandah.
It plays videos of old movies, and children are always crowding here, watching “bioscope,” as
they call it. Some of these children are herdboys who should be looking after cattle in the veld.
No wonder there are so many cases these days of parents being sued because their cattle have
grazed in other people’s fields.Bhonco slowly walks into the store, casting a disinterested look at
a big blackboard that announces the latest prices for those who want to sell their wool, maize,
skins, and hides to the trader, or those who want to grind their corn at his mill. He demands to
see his friend the trader. When Missis Dalton says he is away on business, Bhonco insists that
he wants to see him all the same. He knows that he is hiding in his office. Dalton has no choice
but to skulk out of his tiny office to face the stubborn man.“What is it now, old man?” he
demands.Dalton is stocky and balding, with hard features and a long rich beard of black and
silver-gray streaks. He always wears a khaki safari suit. He looks like a parody of an Afrikaner
farmer. But he is neither an Afrikaner nor a farmer. Always been a trader. So was his father before
him. And his grandfather was a trader of a different kind. As a missionary he was a merchant of
salvation.Dalton is a white man of English stock. Well, let’s put it this way: his skin is white like



the skins of those who caused the sufferings of the Middle Generations. But his heart is an
umXhosa heart. He speaks better isiXhosa than most of the amaXhosa people in the village. In
his youth, against his father’s wishes, he went to the initiation school and was circumcised in
accordance with the customs of the amaXhosa people. He therefore knows the secret of the
mountain. He is a man.Often he laughs at the sneering snobbishness of his fellow English-
speaking South Africans. He says they have a deep-seated fear and resentment of everything
African, and are apt to glorify their blood-soaked colonial history. And he should know. His own
family history is as blood-soaked as any . . . right from the days of one John Dalton, his great-
great-grandfather, who was a soldier and then a magistrate in the days of Prophetess
Nongqawuse.“Don’t call me old man. I have a name,” Bhonco protests. Although he is old, and to
be old is an honor among his people, he has always hated to be called old man since his hair
started graying in his late twenties and people mockingly called him Xhego—old man. Now at
sixty-plus—or perhaps seventy, he does not know his real age—his hair is snow white.“It is well,
Bhonco son of Ximiya. We are not at war, are we?” Dalton tries to placate the elder.“I do not fight
wars with children. It was your father who was my age-mate. And, ah, the old Dalton looked after
me. He was a kind man, your father.”“You didn’t come here to talk about my father, did you?”“I
came to ask for ityala . . . for credit. . . I need a tin of beef. And some tobacco for my pipe.”Dalton
shakes his head, and takes out a big black book from under the counter. After a few pages he
finds Bhonco’s name.“You see,” he says, “your ityala is already very long. You have taken too
many things on credit, and you have not paid yet. You promised that you were going to get your
old-age pension soon.”Dalton’s wife, who is simply known as Missis by the villagers, thinks it is
necessary to rescue her husband. She firmly steps forward and says, “He is not getting any
more credit, John.”Bhonco does not take kindly to this interference. He raises his voice. “Let’s
leave women out of this!”Fortunately Missis understands no isiXhosa; she is a Free State
Afrikaner. Dalton met her when he attended the Cherry Festival in Ficksburg many years ago.
She was the Cherry Queen, although it would be hard to believe that now—what with her rotten
front teeth and all. The trouble is that she eats too many sweets. Her saving grace is that she
hardly ever smiles. She still finds it difficult to understand her husband’s cozy relationship with
these rustics.Bhonco adopts a new tactic and becomes very pitiful.“Ever since Nongqawuse
things were never right,” he laments. “Until now. They are becoming right a bit now, although not
for me. They are becoming right for others. Me . . . no . . . I am still waiting for my nkamnkam.“This
is my seventh year waiting. My wife came here as a child . . . she is many years younger than me.
But she now gets nkamnkam. I am very very old, but the government refuses to give me my
pension.”Then he goes into a litany of the troubles he has gone through working for this country.
He began to work half a century ago at a textile factory in East London, then at a dairy, then at a
blanket factory, then . . . He even worked at the docks in Cape Town for more than eight years.He
became permanently crippled—although it is impossible to see any sign of that now—when his
sister pushed him down a donga, shouting, “When are you going to mourn for your father?”
Since then he has never been able to work again.Why won’t the government give him



nkamnkam like all the old men and women of South Africa who are on old-age pensions today?
Is it fair that now, even though ravines of maturity run wild on his face, he should still not receive
any nkamnkam?“Maybe it is not fair,” says Dalton. “But how are you going to pay me since you
get no nkamnkam? Are you going to take your wife’s money to pay for your tobacco and luxury
items like canned beef?”“Did you not hear? My daughter is now the principal. I’ll pay you.”It is
late in the afternoon when Bhonco arrives home. NoPetticoat is busy cooking the evening
umphokoqo—the maize porridge that is specially eaten with sour milk—on the Primus stove.
When the white man has smiled—in other words, when NoPetticoat has been paid at the Blue
Flamingo or has received her nkamnkam—she cooks on the Primus stove rather than outside
with a three-legged pot.“I didn’t know that the white man has smiled at you,” says Bhonco, as he
puts the can of corned beef on the table. “Otherwise I wouldn’t have humiliated myself begging
for ityala from that uppity Dalton.”Before NoPetticoat can admonish him for piling debt on their
shoulders, Xoliswa Ximiya walks in. She looks like the “mistress” she is—which is what pupils
call unmarried female teachers—in a navy-blue two-piece costume with a white frilly blouse. She
has her father’s bone structure, and is quite tall and well proportioned—which is good if you want
to be a model in Johannesburg, but works against you in a village where men prefer their women
plump and juicy. And indeed this is the language they use when they describe them, as if they
are talking about a piece of meat. She has a charmingly triste face, and brown-dyed hair that she
braids with extensions in Butterworth. But people never stop wondering how she is able to walk
among the rocks and gorges of Qolorha-by-Sea in those high heels.She has just come to see
how her parents are doing. She takes it as an obligation to see them occasionally. Her parents—
especially her mother—were not happy when she moved out a year ago to stay in a two-room
staff house in the schoolyard. At first they insisted that no unmarried daughter of theirs would live
alone in her own house. It was unheard of. They had to relent when she concocted something to
the effect that as a senior teacher she had to live at school or lose her job. It really frustrates her
that her parents insist on treating her like a child.Bhonco and NoPetticoat are all over Xoliswa
Ximiya, congratulating her on her promotion.“You are going to be the best principal that school
has ever had,” says her father proudly. “At least you’ll be better than that uncircumcised boy the
community kicked out.”Such talk makes Xoliswa Ximiya uncomfortable. But she ignores it and
announces that although she appreciates the honor of being principal of her alma matter, she
would very much like to work for the government.“But you are working for the government now
as a headmistress, are you not?” says Bhonco.“As a teacher are you not being paid by the
government?” echoes NoPetticoat.“I want to be a civil servant. I want to work for the Ministry of
Education in Pretoria, or at the very least in Bisho.”“Bisho! Do you know where Bisho is from
here? And Pretoria! Pretoria! No one in our family has ever been there,” cries Bhonco. He is
choking with anger.“You want to kill your father?” asks NoPetticoat.“I know where Bisho is,
father,” responds the daughter in a cold, sarcastic tone. “It is the capital town of our province. I
have been there many times. And Pretoria is the capital city of our country. I have not been to
Pretoria, but I have been much farther, father, where none of my family has ever been. I have



been to America . . . across the oceans.”“You see, Bhonco, you should never have allowed this
child to take that scholarship to America,” says NoPetticoat tiredly.“So now it’s my fault,
NoPetticoat?”“If you like towns and cities so much, my child, we have never stopped you from
visiting Centani or even Butterworth.” NoPetticoat tries to strike a compromise.“I do not care for
towns and cities, mother. Anyway, Centani is just a big village and Butterworth is a small town.
Don’t you understand? People I have been to school with are earning a lot of money as directors
of departments in the civil service. I am sitting here in this village, with all my education, earning
peanuts as a schoolteacher. I am going. I must go from this stifling village. I have made
applications. As soon as I get a job I am going,” says Xoliswa Ximiya with finality.It is an
ungrateful night, and sleep refuses to come to Bhonco. His eyelids are heavy, but sleep just
won’t come. Oh, why do children ever grow up? How huggable they are when they are little boys
and girls, when their parents’ word is still gospel, before the poison of the world contaminates
their heads. He envies NoPetticoat, who can sleep and snore in the midst of such turbulence.On
nights like this his scars become itchy. He rubs them a bit. He cannot reach them properly,
because they cover his back. And the person who usually helps him is fast asleep. Why he has
to be burdened with the scars of history, he does not understand. Perhaps that’s what prompted
him to bring the Cult of the Unbelievers back from the recesses of time.Read more
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Michael Jones, “Things Fell Apart. To Bhonco, son of Ximiya, of the amaXhosa people of South
Africa, redness connotes the backwardness of his ancestors. It refers to the red ochre "that
women smear on their bodies and with which they also dye their isikhakha skirts". He strives to
lead his family out of the primitive past, out of the darkness of the redness , toward the rest of
civilization. This he believes, can be advanced through the approval of plans for a new casino in
his home village of Qolora-by-Sea; where tourists may flock, bringing sophistication and money
and jobs.In his 2002 novel, The Heart of Redness (the title being an allusion to Conrad's classic
novella) Zakes Mda, a South African, novelist, poet and playwright, not only recounts the true
story of Nongqawuse, a young prophetess, and her supporters, the Cult of the Believers, but he
also imagines the effect they had on modern day citizens of Qolora, her legacy to the
amaXhosa. Bhonco belongs to the Cult of the Unbelievers, he follows the tenets of Twin-Twin,
the original Unbeliever, who lived during the time of the great Xhosa cattle slaughter of
1856/1857 (see Jeff Peires' book The Dead Will Arise: Nongqawuse and the Great Xhosa Cattle-
Killing Movement of 1856-7 which Mda cites as the prime resource for this work). His distant
cousin, Zim and his daughter, who live nearby, are Believers. They follow the philosophy of their
ancestor Twin (Twin and Twin-Twin were brothers, son of the beheaded Xikixa) who were faithful
to the prophecies: kill all your animals, cattle sheep, goats, and the great ancestors will rise from
the ocean bringing fresh livestock and blessings for a fortuitous future.The two, Zim and Bhonco,
as were their ancestors, are at odds; to join the modern or to respect the old ways, that is the
question. Mda never really tips his hand, as he excavates this old debate. He instead wisely
inserts an anti-coagulant into their festering wound, the worldly Camagu, an South Afrrican ex-
pat who has returned to his homeland after thirty years from, among other places, America.
Camagu blunders into Qolora-by-Sea on the scent of a woman he knows only by the common
Xhosa name of Noma Russia, but soon he becomes taken with another, inexorably entangling
himself with the diametrical elders.Like Nigerian novelist Chinua Achebe before him, Mda,
explores common themes of African literature like cultural divide, colonialism, and gender roles.
The amaXhosa are patriarchal, however they greatly value women, hence the allegiances to the
young prophetesses; yet we do get a sense that behind them, their uncle, Mhlkaza, pulls their
strings. Zim seems lost without his wife, NoEnglish, dead this past year, and Bhonco depends
heavily on his mate, NoPetticoat. Both have daughters, Qukezwa and Xoliswa respectively, who
are also opposed, both with their eyes on the stranger, Camagu. The author describes the two
eloquently thus: "She is so beautiful. Xoliswa Ximiya. So staid and reliable. Qukezwa is not
burdened with beauty. She is therefore able to be free-spirited." And then there is the white man,
merchant John Dalton, who provides a bit of irony, as he supports the preservation of the village
perhaps in atonement for the infamous deeds of his legendary ancestor of the same name. Mda
allows his characters to learn and grow, and we get a sense, dynamically, of their growth.
Camagu, in conversation with Believer Zim and the skeptical Dalton, has this to say about the



power of belief:"There is nothing foolish about belief... It is the same sincerity of belief that has
been seen throughout history and continues to be seen today where those who believe actually
see miracles. The same sincerity of belief that causes thousands to commit mass suicide by
drinking poison in Jonestown, Guyana, because the world is coming to an end . . . or that leads
men, women, and children to die willingly in flames with their prophet, David Koresh, in Waco,
Texas."Over the ten years since its publication, The Heart of Redness has gained near classic
status, being included in the popular literary reference, 1001 Books You Must Read Before You
Die compiled by Dr. Peter Boxall (that is how yours truly learned of its existence). Besides its
historical ken, the novel is funny, romantic and hopeful. Mda's style is innately African, if there is
such a thing; the use of understatement and subtlety seems key to achieving this. It is these
qualities of writing which help to sustain the novel's powerful and very unsubtle message into the
heart of its own redness.”

PuroShaggy, “South Africa in all its agonized glory. Let's be honest: it is hard to write a bad book
about South Africa. With its horrible history of oppression, colonization, racism, and virtual
genocide, South Africa's collective journey over the past several centuries, while it may be
frustrating and sad, noentheless makes for compelling reading. The best books about South
Africa, and Zakes Mda's "The Heart of Redness" is one of the best books about South Africa,
balance the agonizing struggles of its people with their beauty and passion. Using the historical
prophetess Nongqawuse and the horrific Cattle Killing of the mid-nineteenth century as his
jumping off point, Mda constructs a fantastical novel that freely flows between the historical
struggle of South Africans with colonizing Europeans and the late twentieth century struggle
between modernity and tradition. In the mid 1850's, South African natives were torn into two
factions- the Believers and Unbelievers- after a young girl prophesized that, as a solution to the
problem of European invasion, the ancestors of the Xhosa people would return from the dead
and herald in an age of prosperity, but only if all Xhosa cattle were slain. One hundred and fifty
years later, the descendents of these original factions are still at odds, only this time it is over
whether or not the Xhosa people should willingly move into the modern age or hold firmly to their
traditional ways. With the names identical both then and now, Mda's movement between these
two eras can be confusing, yet ultimately highlight the similarity between the two struggles.
While it seems clear that Mda stands against the European intrusion into South Africa, he never
clearly sides with the Believers or the Unbelievers, presenting both sides on equal terms and
letting the reader decide for herself how she feels. Mda's writing is poetic yet forceful, hinting of
magical realism without abandoning reality altogether. The book can be depressing, as is the
nature of any book about South Africa, yet ultimately hopeful thanks to Mda's prose.”

Alan J. Jacobs, “historical fiction at its best. Zakes Mda is a master teller of historical fiction. The
history that he recounts is one of which I was totally unaware: a series of battles between the
Xhosa people of the Eastern Cape in South Africa and the British. (The British won the war.) The



Xhosas were done in my the prophecies of the daughters of a chief, who had visions of Xhosa
ancestors returning to defeat the British. In order to summon these ancestors, all Xhosa had to
slaughter their cattle. The ancestors never came, and the believers among the Xhosa starved,
after killing off many of the unbelievers. Believers and Unbelievers became a permanent division
among the Xhosa.With this as a background, Mda follows a modern South African who travels to
Xhosa land in search of a beautiful woman who he met at a bar in Jo-burg. He becomes
wrapped up in the local struggles between Believers and Unbelievers, and between those who
want the development of a modern resort, and those who don't. Mda also novelizes the struggle
in the 1800s between the factions, represented by two brothers: Twin, and Twin-Twin.
Descendants of those two brothers are the modern-day Believers and Unbelievers.It's all told
believably, but with a touch of magic. Other than a rather flat ending (perhaps my ebook cut off
the end?) it was a thoroughly enjoyable trip to a different time and place with an articulate and
passionate guide.”

Kernow Pirate, “A wonderful contribution to understanding S African history. For anyone
interested in the Xhosa Cattle Killing and amaXhosa history, this is a must read. Although it is
fictional it addresses many of the salient issues of the 19thC, including those that have not bee
resolved today. I recommend that it is read alongside Peire's 'The Dead Will Arise' to get a fuller
picture of those historic times.”

M R Kelly, “A must read book if you wish to know South Africa.. A total inspiration of a book. I am
only half way through. The language is superb, and I find myself laughing, groaning and worrying
out loud.”

The book by Lara S. Ormiston has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 55 people have provided feedback.
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